[Physiotherapy in intensive care medicine].
A high amount of recently published articles and reviews have already focused on early mobilisation in intensive care medicine. However, in the clinical setting the problem of its practicability remains as each professional group in the mobility team has its own expectations concerning the interventions made by physiotherapy. Even though there are as yet no standard operation procedures (SOP), there do exist distinctive mobilisation concepts that are well implemented in certain intensive care units (http://www.fruehmobilisierung.de/Fruehmobilisierung/Algorithmen.html). Due to these facts and the urgent need for SOPs this article presents the physiotherapeutic concept for the treatment of patients in the intensive care unit which has been developed by the author: First the patients' respiratory and motor functions have to be established in order to classify the patients and allocate them to their appropriate group (one out of three) according to their capacities; additionally, the patients are analysed by checking their so-called "surrounding conditions". Following these criteria a therapy regime is developed and patients are treated accordingly. By constant monitoring and re-evaluation of the treatment in accordance with the functions of the patient a dynamic system evolves. "Keep it simple" is one of the key features of that physiotherapeutic concept. Thus, a manual for the classification and the physiotherapeutic treatment of an intensive care patient was developed. In this article it is demonstrated how this concept can be implemented in the daily routine of an intensive care unit. Physiotherapy in intensive care medicine has proven to play an important role in the patients' early rehabilitation if the therapeutic interventions are well adjusted to the needs of the patients. A team of nursing staff, physiotherapists and medical doctors from the core facility for medical intensive care and emergency medicine at the medical university of Innsbruck developed the "Mobilisation Concept for the Multidisciplinary Treatment of the Intensive Care Patient" following the principles of the physiotherapeutic concept mentioned above and published it online on the homepage of the German network for early mobilisation (http://www.fruehmobilisierung.de/Fruehmobilisierung/Algorithmen.html) in spring 2012. The biggest challenge was to find one common language for all professional groups to define the aims of mobilisation. The success of the implementation becomes apparent in a well structured and coordinated procedure of early mobilisation, as all partners of the rehabilitation team apply adequate treatments. As a result the patients receive the appropriate treatment at the appropriate time which greatly supports their convalescence.